Addressing these challenges, we report a novel cell-based sensing platform (large-scale homogeneous nanocup-electrode arrays (LHONA)) that is capable of achieving real-time and highly sensitive electrochemical detection of neurotransmitters that are produced from dopaminergic cells. As such, it can discriminate dopaminergic neurons from other types of cells in a completely noninvasive and label-free manner ( Figure 1 ). In particular, LHONA is composed of distinct periodic cup-like nanostructures that were generated on an indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode (1.5 cm × 1.5 cm) via sequential laser interference lithography (LIL) and electrochemical deposition (ECD) methods. Owing to its unique nanoscale structure, LHONA has a number of advantages over other cell-based biosensors. First, recent studies have reported that nanostructured arrays can enhance cell functions via the spatiotemporal and dynamic rearrangement of focal adhesions and the cellular cytoskeleton. [ 5 ] As such, LHONA overcomes one of the major challenges faced by current cell-based biosensors, specifi cally their dependence on cell adhesive molecules to promote cell anchoring to the electrode, which can adversely decrease the achievable sensitivity. [ 6 ] On the other hand, the 3D nanostructures of LHONA are also highly preferred for detecting electrochemical signals owing to their capability to improve the selectivity, sensitivity, and spatial resolution. Hence, by combining these aforementioned advantages, we demonstrated that LHONA can serve as an outstanding platform for the sensitive detection of both dopamine (DA) exocytosed from a model dopaminergic cell line (PC12) and dopaminergic neurons derived from hNSCs via the direct attachment/culturing of cells on the surface of LHONA in a biocompatible and nondestructive manner (Figure 1 a) . This enabled the sensitive discrimination of dopamine-producing neurons from other cell types including progenitor cells (hNSCs, neurospheres, and premature neurons), nondopaminergic neurons, and other cell types (astrocytes and human dermal fi broblasts) (Figure 1 b) .
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Figure 2 a illustrates the experimental steps that were used to obtain the periodic metal nanostructures. Briefl y, homogenous photoresist (PR) grid nanopatterns were fi rst fabricated on the surface of ITO using LIL with different sizes and shapes (Figure 2 b, Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Thereafter, the PR nanoholes were utilized as a template to deposit gold using the ECD method. By carefully adjusting the solution composition (e.g., concentration of gold chloride and type of surfactant) and the electrochemical parameters (e.g., voltage applied and time), which are related to the growth rate parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the current, [ 7 ] distinct cup-like or dot-like nanostructures were successfully generated on the entire ITO electrode (Figure 2 b, Figure S2b in the Over the last decade, stem-cell-based therapy has emerged as a promising therapeutic strategy with signifi cant implications for regenerative medicine due to the intrinsic ability of stem cells to differentiate into practically any given cell type. [ 1 ] For instance, human neural stem cells (hNSCs) are multipotent and have the ability to differentiate into both neurons and glial cells (e.g., oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, and microglia). [ 2 ] As such, they hold immense potential for the treatment of neurological diseases/disorders such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease (PD), Huntington's disease, and spinal cord injury. [ 3 ] In the case of PD, stem-cell-based research has typically focused on the transplantation of stem-cell-derived dopaminergic neurons as PD is primarily caused by the loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra of the mid brain. [ 4 ] To identify and characterize these differentiated cells, which is critical to achieve prior to transplantation, fl uorescence-based methods (e.g., immunostaining and FACS) and biomolecular analysis of the expression of biomarkers (DNAs/RNAs/proteins) are currently widely used. These techniques are highly sensitive and, as a result, can be used to precisely determine the biological characteristics of differentiated cells; however, they tend to be laborious, time-consuming, and most importantly, involve destructive steps such as cell fi xation or cell lysis, which prevents the subsequent use of these characterized cells for clinical applications. As such, to realize the full potential of stem-cellbased therapies, there is an urgent need for techniques that can not only effectively identify stem cell fate but also do so in nondestructive and quantitative manner.
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Supporting Information). Besides the concentration of gold ions, deposition time was also a key parameter in controlling the geometry of the nanotopographic features. Patterns were formed as a thin-fi lm-like structure within a short period of time ( t = 60 s, Figure 2 b ) and fi nally, cup-like structures were generated when deposition time reached 240 s, which was the best platform in terms of both its topographical characteristic (Figure 2 b ) and its electrochemical sensitivity toward DA detection ( Figure S3 , Supporting Information).
Next, we compared the electrochemical performance of LHONA with other types of electrodes that use ITO as a supporting substrate in terms of sensitivity toward DA detection. As an initial proof-of-concept, we used a cell-free confi guration where DA was detected in situ. At a concentration of 10 × 10 −6 M DA, the cathodic peak current ( I pc ) were not detectable on bare ITO electrodes and ITO modifi ed with 10 nm AuNPs (gold nanoparticles), while ITO-50 nm AuNPs showed a very weak reduction peak ( I pc = 0.155 µA). On the other hand, ITO modifi ed with reduced graphene oxide (rGO), which has previously been reported as an outstanding material for the detection of DA, [ 8 ] showed better performance ( I pc = 0.592 µA). However, interestingly, LHONA substrates exhibited the most distinct redox peaks ( I pc = 2.25 µA), which was 13.5 and 2.8 times higher than ITO-50 nm AuNPs and ITO-rGO substrates (Figure 2 c, Figure S4a in the Supporting Information). Remarkably, the reduction current of LHONA (nanocups) was even higher (59.6%) than homogeneous nanoelectrode arrays [NEAs (dot-like structure)] ( Figure S2b , ii, Supporting Information) generated using the same ECD method ( I pc = 1.41 µA), which is speculated to be due in part to the increased surface area, proving its excellent sensitivity for the electrochemical detection of DA. The redox peaks were constant and increased with increasing scan rates (20, 40, 60, 80 , and 100 mV s −1 ), proving that the cathodic peaks originated from DA and not from noise or other contaminants ( Figure S5a ,b, Supporting Information). Moreover, LHONA showed good linearity at both low (0.3-3 × 10 −6 M , R 2 = 0.99) and high concentrations (0-50 × 10 −6 M , R 2 = 0.986) of DA, with a limit of detection (LOD) of 100 × 10 −9 M (Figure 2 d, and Figures S4b and S5c, d in the Supporting Information). Since the fabricated substrate (LHONA) showed excellent performance in terms of DA detection, which is superior to other transparent electrodes (GNP and rGO-modifi ed ITOs, homogeneous gold nanodot arrays), it is highly likely that LHONA will be the suitable material for effective in situ electrochemical detection of DA synthesized from dopaminergic cells in sensitive and noninvasive manner, which is at the ultimate goal of this study.
Adv. Mater. 2015, 27, 6356-6362 www.advmat.de www.MaterialsViews.com Figure 1 . a) Schematic diagram representing superiority of large-scale homogeneous nanocup electrode arrays (LHONA) as a conductive cell culture platform which enhances major cell functions, as well as electrochemical sensitivity toward dopamine detection, both are extremely important for cellbased sensors. Picture is a cell-based chip used for the detection of dopamine released from dopaminergic cells that is composed of ITO electrode, LHONA, and the chamber for cell culture. Image above is the structure of LHONA characterized by scanning electron microscopy. b) Detection strategy for the discrimination of dopaminergic neurons from other types of their progenitor cells using L-DOPA pretreatment and LHONA as the cell culture platform (working electrode) based on electrochemical method. Only cells capable of converting L-DOPA to dopamine can give distinct redox peaks which could be used as an indicator of the presence of dopaminergic neurons.
It is important to note that unlike typical biosensors, the electrode of cell-based biosensors must be highly biocompatible in order to promote cell attachment, growth, and subsequent secretion of the biomolecule of interest, which in this case is DA. [ 6a , 9 ] As such, we next investigated whether LHONA could act as an effective substrate for culturing neural cells. In particular, it was our hypothesis that the nanoscale topographic characteristics of LHONA (periodic and homogeneous) would contribute to the enhancement of cell adhesion, spreading, and growth of the model dopaminergic cells (PC12) ( Figure 3 a) . [ 5a,b , 10 ] Since PC12 cells are highly sensitive to the adhesion materials, as expected, cell spreading on bare gold and normal tissue culture plates (TCPs) was found to be highly restricted (Figure 3 b) . In contrast, interestingly, PC12 cells spread well on bare LHONA [without extracellular matrix materials], where they exhibited a well-spread morphology throughout the entire surface that was similar to the cells on Matrigel-coated TCPs (Figure 3 b, Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). Remarkably, the total surface area of the cells spread on the LHONA was found to be 12.4% and 88.9% higher than that on TCPs and bare gold substrates (Figure 3 c, Figure S7 in the Supporting Information), respectively, and the number of cells remaining on the LHONA after washing was 270% higher than both TCP and bare gold substrates due to the enhanced cell adhesion (Figure 3 d, Figure S7 in the Supporting Information). Moreover, cell proliferation was found to be increased on LHONA substrate compared to bare gold substrates ( Figure S8 , Supporting Information), proving that LHONA is an excellent platform for culturing and enhancing major functions of model dopaminergic neurons which will be suitable for electrochemical study over other types of substrates. These effects of nanostructured arrays on the cell functions became completely negligible after the modifi cation of thick Matrigel layer on LHONA, proving that the enhancement of cell functions solely originated from the distinct nanotopographical features of LHONA ( Figure S9 , Supporting Information).
After confi rming the superior characteristics of the LHONA in terms of biocompatibility, cyclic voltammetry (CV) was applied to detect DA released from PC12 cells attached to electrode. For this purpose, L-DOPA, a precursor which can be converted to DA by DOPA decarboxylase (DDC), was added prior to the detection of DA to increase the amount of DA synthesized by the dopaminergic PC12 cells [ 6a , 9 ] . As expected, bare gold electrodes showed no redox signals regardless of treatment with L-DOPA (Figure 3 e) . This was hypothesized to be mainly due to the limited number of cells attached to the bare gold substrate, cell aggregation (less spreading), and limited growth, all of which indicated that the major functions of the PC12 cells were highly compromised (Figure 3 the electrode. We next attempted to use a reduced amount of Matrigel (four times more diluted than normal concentration) to enhance the electron transfer from cells to the electrode; however, the diluted Matrigel modifi ed on the gold substrate was found to be insuffi cient to improve cell spreading and proliferation. In contrast, interestingly, cells on LHONA showed clear reduction and oxidation peaks at −33 and 125 mV, respectively, proving its outstanding potential to be applied for in situ monitoring of DA released from dopaminergic cells (Figure 3 e, Figure S10 in the Supporting Information). Remarkably, PC12 cells on diluted Matrigel-modifi ed LHONA (LHONA-M) also showed strong redox signals of DA slightly higher than LHONA, which was clearly different from bare gold substrate ( Figure S10 , Supporting Information). The peak-to-peak separation ( E pa -E pc ) was 158 mV, which was slightly higher than that of chemical DA (58 mV), probably due to the cell membrane binding to the electrode that resulted in the increase of resistance. Next, to confi rm the stability of electrochemical signals of DA released from PC12 cells, the signals from PC12 cells with or without L-DOPA pretreatment were compared based on the I pc values of cyclic voltammogram with different cycle numbers. As shown in Figure 3 e, the cathodic peaks from both groups were continuously appeared at around 0.21 and 0.04 µA for L-DOPA pretreated and nontreated PC12 cells, respectively, with increasing cycle numbers up to 10. The cathodic peak from L-DOPA pretreated PC12 cells ( I pc = 0.222 µA) was ten times higher than L-DOPA nontreated PC12 cells ( I pc = 0.022 µA) at tenth cycle due to the increased amount of DA produced from cells via conversion of L-DOPA to DA, proving that the signals are highly stable and reliable which could be important for the determination of DA production capability of dopaminergic neurons ( Figure S11 , Supporting Information). The electrochemical signals achieved from PC12 cells were also found to increase as the increase of cell numbers, indicating that LHONA is reliable platform capable of detecting dopamine produced from cells in quantitative manner ( Figure S12 , Supporting Information). Finally, the DC amperometric method, a conventional tool that is useful for the simultaneous monitoring of changes in currents when applying a specifi c voltage, [ 9 ] was further utilized to validate electrochemical DA signals of dopaminergic cells that were measured using CV. As expected, a clear spike-like currents appeared on the i -t graph following addition of KCl (120 × 10 −3 M ) to trigger DA release while applying a cathodic voltage on PC12 cells, proving the presence of DA in PC12 cells which can be sensitively detected by LHONA substrate ( Figure S13 , Supporting Information). 
Hence, it can be concluded that the fabricated large-scale homogeneous nanocup electrode arrays (LHONA) is a suitable material for the in situ monitoring of cellular signals, especially for the detection of DA from cells, mainly due to its outstanding electrochemical properties as well as its excellent biocompatibility.
Next, we attempted to detect DA signals from hNSC-derived dopaminergic neurons since the hNSC-derived dopaminergic neurons are the actual source of transplantation which could be utilized for the treatment of DA-related psychiatric diseases/ disorders. [ 4b , 11 ] The hNSCs can be converted into dopamineproducing neurons through neurosphere generation, which are clusters of NSCs that still retain multipotency capable of differentiating into different types of neural cells. Since the dopaminergic neurons are only specifi c cell lines which express DDC that enables conversion of L-DOPA to DA, by detecting electrochemical signals of DA synthesized from L-DOPA, we can obtain some clues that prove the presence of DA-producing neurons derived from NSCs simply, easily, and precisely in completely noninvasive/nondestructive way.
To this end, hNSCs were differentiated into two different neurons-dopaminergic neuron and nondopaminergic neuron-and their electrochemical signals were compared with that of undifferentiated hNSCs, neurospheres, and premature neurons ( Figure 4 a) . ReNcell VM cell line was chosen as a model stem cell line since it has been proven to be highly effective for the generation of dopaminergic neurons. [ 12 ] Similar to the PC12 cells, dopaminergic neurons derived from hNSCs spread well on the surface of LHONA as shown in Figure S14 in the Supporting Information. To confi rm the dopaminergic and nondopaminergic differentiation of hNSCs, respectively, cells were stained with tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), which is a representative marker of dopaminergic neurons. [ 13 ] As shown in Figure 4 b, only cells that have undergone dopaminergic differentiation showed TH expression while nondopaminergic cells failed to show any signifi cant TH expression. A transcriptional activator for TH, Nurr 1, was also found to be highly expressed in the differentiated dopaminergic neurons when analyzed by real-time reverse transcription-PCR ( Figure S15 , Supporting Information). After the validation of dopaminergic differentiation of hNSCs, cells were detached and reseeded on the LHONA to confi rm the difference between dopaminergic cells with other types of cells when analyzed by cyclic voltammetry. Remarkably, as hypothesized, only hNSC-derived dopaminergic neurons showed distinct redox peaks in voltammogram while its progenitor cells including hNSCs, neurospheres, and even premature neurons failed to show any reduction/ oxidation peaks (Figure 4 c, Figure S16 in the Supporting Information). I pc value could only be calculated from dopaminergic neurons and was found to be approximately 0.13 uA, indicating that only dopaminergic neurons produced DA from externally added DA precursor (L-DOPA) via DDC (Figure 4 d) . To support these electrochemical results showing the ability of LHONA to detect dopamine and to distinguish dopaminergic neurons from other types of progenitor cells, the high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was performed to confi rm the dopamine release from L-DOPA pretreated dopaminergic neurons. We tested several different conditions: i) dopamine dissolved in medium, ii) medium collected from L-DOPA pretreated hNSCs, iii) L-DOPA nontreated dopaminergic neurons derived from hNSCs, and iv) L-DOPA pretreated dopaminergic neurons. As shown in Figure S17 in the Supporting Information, only dopaminergic neurons pretreated with L-DOPA showed a clear dopamine peak (iv) while other groups failed to show the same peak, which were consistent with the electrochemical results.
Thereafter, to confi rm that only functional dopaminergic neurons can produce DA from L-DOPA, cells were intentionally damaged by incubation with DPBS for different periods of time (30 min, 60 min, and 3 d) prior to the electrochemical detection. As shown in Figure S18 in the Supporting Information, the electrochemical signals were clearly detectable from the slightly damaged or nondamaged cells (30 min) while cells incubated with DPBS for longer period of time (60 min) showed decreased reduction peaks that were 28.6% lower than that of 30 min at the same reduction potential ( E pc = −33 mV). Finally, the voltammetric signals became completely negligible from the damaged dopaminergic neurons (cultured in DPBS for 3 d) , proving that redox signals are only detectable from the viable/functional dopaminergic neurons, which will be highly useful to determine DA production ability of differentiated neurons prior to the clinical transplantation of them for replacing damaged/abnormal dopaminergic neurons that are responsible for many different types of neuronal diseases/disorders. Additionally, we also successfully confi rmed that this distinct stable redox signals are not achievable from other type of similar neurons (nondopaminergic neurons), glial cells (astrocytes) and completely different cells (human dermal fi broblasts) with same conditions (L-DOPA pretreatment), indicating that redox peaks are only specifi c to functional dopaminergic neurons ( Figure 4 d and Figure S19 , Supporting Information).
In conclusion, we have developed large-scale homogeneous nanocup electrode arrays (LHONA) for the effective detection of dopamine production from dopaminergic cell lines, as well as the monitoring of differentiation of hNSCs into dopaminergic neurons. LHONA bearing distinct cup-like nanostructures were successfully generated on transparent ITO electrode via two-step sequential process-LIL and ECD method. The LHONA platform showed excellent performance in the detection of chemical DA at both low range of concentrations (0.3-3 × 10 −6 M , R 2 = 0.99) and high concentrations (0-50 × 10 −6 M , R 2 = 0.986), with the LOD of 100 × 10 −9 M , which was even higher than and other types of ITO-gold nanoparticle substrates, as well as the ITO modifi ed with rGO. DA produced by model dopaminergic cells was found to be sensitively monitored on the LHONA due in part to its nanoscale pattern sizes and nanotopographical characteristics, which are large-scale periodic and homogeneous, that resulted in the enhancement of major functions of dopaminergic cells such as cell spreading, adhesion, and proliferations, as well as the enhanced sensitivity toward DA detection. Furthermore, due to the excellent biocompatibility and electrochemical performance of LHONA, the differentiation of hNSCs into dopaminergic neurons was successfully monitored, which showed distinct redox peaks that were clearly distinguished from its progenitor cells (e.g., hNSCs, neurospheres, and premature neurons), as well as the other cell types (e.g., nondopaminergic neurons, astrocytes, and fi broblasts). Since the destructive process such as cell lysis and fi xation are totally excluded for detecting DA production and monitoring dopaminergic differentiation of hNSCs, the developed periodic nanostructured platform (LHONA) and the electrochemical detection strategy introduced here can hold huge potential for preclinical testing of newly achieved dopaminergic neurons. Specifi cally, the LHONA platform can be useful for the assessment of the DA secretion from dopaminergic neurons derived from ESCs/iPSCs/NSCs/MSCs prior to the clinical usage, as well as for the optimization of protocols to generate more dopaminergic neurons from pluripotent/multipotent stem cells in easy, simple but precise way (Figure 4 e) . Hence, it can be concluded that this work advances cell-based biosensors as an effective nondestructive in situ monitoring tool for stem-cell differentiation which can lead to more effective stem-cell-based therapies for incurable diseases/disorders. (c) and other types of cells (astrocytes and fi broblasts). "No signals" means that I pc values cannot be calculated due to the absence of cathodic peaks. e) Possible strategy to use LHONA platform to confi rm successful differentiation of NSCs into DAergic neurons and their DA production ability, which could be critical for making decision on the transplantation of DAergic neurons generated ex vivo.
